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everal FDG PET studies of patients with the AIDS
dementia complex (ADC) have shown regional hypermetabo
lism in the basal ganglia and thalamus compared with
healthy individuals (1,2). These results, which suggested
abnormal corticalâ€”subcortical functional connectivity, can
be used to characterize the disease process and to quantify
disease severity and progression in the early stages of ADC.
Multivariate statistical analysis followed by discriminant
analysis can provide a more comprehensive view of the
signature metabolic covariance pattern (2â€”9),which may
then be used to classify individual HIV seropositive (HIV+)
patients into ADC and non-ADC groups.

Traditionally, volume-of-interest (VOI)â€”based analysis
techniques have been used in studying FDG PET data. In
these techniques, a series of VOIs is defined on a standard
template to which each individual's reconstructed volume is
registered. Because most VOIs are relatively large and
involve more than a few voxels, VOl-based techniques tend
to be insensitive to smoothing at the voxel level. This kind of
smoothing has typically been applied either during or after
reconstruction to reduce noise or processing errors such as
intersubject misalignment. One major drawback of the
VOl-based analysis is that the differences in VOl size have
implicitly imposed a spatially varying smoothing effect. The
effect on the resolution and noise for local (small) structures
within the VOl during the analysis is unknown. Another
potential disadvantage for the VOl-based technique is that
some important information may be overlooked, because
large areas of brain are not sampled and analyzed. Voxel
based analysis techniques (10â€”14)have gained in popularity
because of their robustness in processing and their sensitiv
ity to small structures, compared with VOl-based tech
niques. In addition, the whole-brain volume rather than
isolated regions is included in the analysis. However, by
treating each voxel as a VOl not only is a voxel-based

Abnormal glucose metabolic patterns in the brain have been
reported for HIV-1 seropositive (HIV+) patients when com
pared with seronegative healthy individuals.The metabolic co
variance pattern obtained from voxel- or volume-of-interest
(VOl)â€”basedmultivariate data analysis techniques can be used
to characterize disease and potentially to detect and monitor
disease progression in the early stage of AIDS dementia com
plex. However,the arbitrary smoothingtypically applied to PET
data during reconstructionand processingto reduce noise has
an unknown effect on the data, especially for the voxel-based
analysis. Methods: To investigatethe impactof smoothingon a
discriminationtask,we appliedprincipalcomponentanalysiswith
scaled subprofile-modelpreprocessing(SSM/PCA)followed by
Fisher discriminantanalysis to FDG PET data that were recon
structed and processed with different degrees of smoothing.
Receiveroperatingcharacteristiccurves were used to compare
the ability of derived metaboliccovariance patterns to discrimi
nate HIV+ patients from healthy volunteers. Results: For the
voxel-based analysis, we found that the spatial distribution of
voxel weights from the SSM/PCA analysis suggested edge
effects along major tissue and cerebrospinal fluid boundaries,
indicativeof a disease-specificpatternof cerebralatrophyfor the
HIV+ patients. In terms of its discrimination performance, this
metaboliccovariancepattern is stable and insensitiveto a wide
range of smoothingkernels,except for ramp reconstructionand
Hanningreconstructionwith 7 x 7 x 7 blocksmoothing.In these
reconstructions,the discriminationperformancedecreasedas
a result of high image noise and excessive smoothing, respec
tively.Our resultsalso indicatedthat if sufficientvariancefrom the
vol measurementsis included,the overallperformanceof a
conventional VOl-based analysis can be similar to that of
the voxel-based analysis for the same discrimination task.
However,the VOl-basedanalysis performedpoorlyat low false
positive fraction and is less tolerant to noise in the metabolic
covariance pattern than the voxel-basedanalysis. Conclusion:
We haveobtainedauniquecovariancepatternofbrainglucose
metabolismfor HIV+ patientscomparedwith healthyvolunteers.
Discriminationbasedon this covariancepatternwas found to be
insensitiveto a wide rangeof imagesmoothness.
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analysis more computationallydemanding but the results also
become increasingly dependent on the structure of small signals
and background noise, which can be significantly affected by
smoothing. Therefore, when using voxel-based data analysis
techniques it is important to optimize the parameter for smooth
ing during the reconstniction and processing steps.

This article reports on a study involving a subset of
individuals from a previous investigation (2). We compared
the functionalized FDG PET scans reconstructed by filtered
backprojection (FBP) with a range of different filter cutoffs,
and postprocessed with different degrees of smoothing on
the basis of group discrimination between H1V+ and
healthy individuals. For discriminating among groups, we
applied a scaled subprofile-model preprocessing followed
by principal component analysis (SSMIPCA) and Fisher
discriminant analysis (FDA). Receiver operator charactens
tic (ROC) curves were generated using the Fisher discrimi
nant (FD) score to evaluate the impact of smoothing on the
discrimination with a leave- 1-out cross validation. Results
were compared with those from the VOl-based SSMIPCA
and FDA. Our objectives were first to investigate how
smoothing parameters in reconstruction and processing
impact the voxel-based analysis of group FDG PET data,
and, second, to compare the voxel-based technique with the
conventional VOl-based technique, for this specific discrimi
nation task.

MATERIALSAND METHODS

SSM/PCA
The first part of our analysis is based on variance partitioning of

the groups of cerebral metabolic rate of glucose (CMRglc) images.
Data were preprocessed using the SSM followed by PCA
(2,3,12,15). SSM/PCA is briefly summarized in the following
expressions. The general form of the model for CMRglc images
can be expressed as:

Vjq @q(I@+ ;q + Ejq),

where Vjq15the ith voxel from the qth subject (q = 1..Q), g@,is a
global scaling factor, r, is the mean image for all subjects after
removal of gq,zjqis the voxel subject interaction, and â‚¬iq15random
error. If we denote a data matrix @iqthat contains the interaction plus
error after normalization (divided by g@)and removal of mean
image r,, and apply PCA to this matrix:

Q Q

@iq= zjq + E'q =@ hlk (ek)'@skq@ hlk SSFkq,

where SSFkq (ek)'@skq,the outcome of PCA yields orthonormal
eigenimages hk, eigenvectors 5kq.and a scaling factor (ek)â€•@.We
shall define the scaled eigenvector ([edâ€•@s,,@)as the subject scaling
factor (SSFkq).Compared with other similar multiplicative models,
the most important difference for SSMIPCA is the assumption that
the global scaling factor g@,is independent and uncorrelated with
the SSFs and therefore requires an additional step to estimate (3).

FDA
For the discrimination task, we used FDA. The H) function, a

linear model that maximizes the ratio of the between-group means

to the within-group variances using a set of input variables, can be
written as:

y = Xa, Eq.3

where X = [x1,x2 x0]T.The input variables for each subject
are x@= [x,,,xi2 Xq}. The discriminant function a is a linear
vector obtained from the maximization, such that y x,a for all
subjects, satisfying the maximum separation condition described
above. Details regarding FDA can be found in general statistics
textbooks (16). In this article, we will use the SSFs (scaled
eigenvectors) obtained from SSM/PCA as the input variables x for
FDA. We will also refer to y as the H) score and a (the discriminant
function) as the Fisher coefficients.

PatientData
We analyzed 75 FDG PET scans from 20 HIV+ patients (ages,

43 Â±9 y; 10patientswithAIDS;someoftheHIV+ patientswith
follow-up scans) and 41 healthy volunteers (ages, 45 Â±15y; 3 with
repeated scans). These data are a subset of the original 85
scans/subjects reported previously (2). Ten scans/subjects were
removed from the study because of a coverage problem for the
voxel-based analysis. Dynamic scans were acquired using an
ECAT953B/31 scanner (Siemens/CTI, Knoxville, TN) in 2-dimen
sional mode (17). Data were reconstructed by FBP with a Hanning
filter cutoff at 80% of the Nyquist frequency (1.28 cycles/cm
[Han04]). Attenuation was corrected with a transmission scan
obtained using rotating rod sources. No scatter correction was
applied. Gray-matter rate constants were estimated from the upper
25% of voxel values for each plane and a 3-compartment model
(2). The average gray-matter rate constants from the 31 planes were
then used to convert the last frame (30â€”40mm after injection) of
the dynamic images into CMRgIc images. To investigate the effect
of different reconstruction filters, the same 75 PET FIX) scans were
also reconstructed by FBP with a ramp filter (Ramp) and 2
additional Hanning filters cut off at 100% (Han05) and 60%
(Han03) of the Nyquist frequency, respectively. However, CMRglc
images for the additional reconstructions were generated using the
same rate constants obtained previously with the HanO4images.

Voxel-BasedProcessIngandAnalysis
A trained discrimination using all patients and volunteers was

performed first. The sequence of processing and analyzing data is
outlined in the following: (a) Intersubject registration with respect
to a standardized PET volume in Talairach space (18) was
accomplished using a 12-parameter version of the automatic image
registration algorithm (AIR) (19). (b) To reduce the potential
sensitivity of voxel-based SSM/PCA to registration errors, addi
tional block smoothing was applied to all volumes before they were

2 resampled into Talairach space. Three different block sizes (3 X
Eq.@ X 3,5 X 5 X 5,and7 X 7 X 7voxels)appliedonlytotheHanO4

reconstruction were investigated. (c) Before SSM/PCA, a global
mask was obtained from a summed image of the 75 registered
volumes reconstructed by Han04 with an upper 75% threshold.
This mask was applied to all volumes for all reconstructions, in an
attempt to exclude voxels of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) from the
analysis. Because of variations in axial coverage, voxels that did
not exist in all 75 volumes were also rejected. (d) For each of the 4
reconstructionsand3 smoothings,SSMIPCAwasappliedto the75
volumes. SSFs were obtained and used as input to FDA to calculate
the FD score for each individual. Discrimination of HIV+ patients
and healthy volunteers was initially compared using a single
threshold. Accuracy, defined as the number of subjects that were

Eq.l
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correctly classified in both groups (i.e., true-positive fraction
[TPF} + true-negative fraction [TNF]), was compared for all
reconstructions, smoothings, and number of SSFs used in calculat
ing the FD scores. The effect of SSF number on the discrimination
was studied in increments of 10 to provide a selection criterion for
the number of SSFs used as input to FDA.

ROCCurves
To evaluate classification accuracy at different thresholds, i.e.,

discrimination that allows tradeoffs between types of classification
error, ROC curves based on a double-Gaussian model of the
population were fitted to the FD scores (20). For all reconstructions
and smoothings, a paired 2-tailed t test that takes into account the
correlation of data was applied to examine the significance of
differences in ROC curves, both in overall TPF (area under the
curve) and for TPF at different low false-positive fractions (FPFs).

CrossValidation
The discrimination performance estimated directly from all

subjects is generally too optimistic. To obtain a less biased estimate
of discrimination accuracy, we used a leave-l-out cross-validation
technique similar to the jack-knife procedure (21,22). The basic
idea of this technique is to omit 1 data point at a time, build the
model with the remaining data, and see how well the model
predicts the excluded point (8,23). We first dropped 1 patient and
applied SSMIPCA to the remaining 74 patients, followed by FDA.
The SSFs of the excluded patient were then estimated using the g@,
and r (Eq. 1) obtained from the other 74. A â€œpredictedâ€•H) score
was calculated by multiplying the estimated SSFs of the excluded
patient with the Fisher coefficients also obtained from FDA of the
74 patients. For each reconstruction and smoothing, this process
was repeated for all 75 patients and all volunteers. ROC curves
were constructed using the â€œpredictedâ€•FD scores and evaluated.
We will refer to this new set of ROC curves as â€œTestedDiscrimina
tion,â€•in contrast with the â€œTrainedDiscriminationâ€•(ROC curves)
obtained using all 75 patients.

VOl-Based Analysis
A conventional VOl-based SSMIPCA was applied to a set of 40

VOIs (Table 1) for HanO4 reconstruction. In this VOl-based
analysis, the 40 VOl values from each individual replaced the voxel
values as input to SSMIPCA. No masking or postreconstruction
smoothing was applied. The SSFs were used to calculate the H)
scores followed by ROC evaluation. Leave- 1-out cross validation
similar to that for the voxel-based analysis was performed.

RESULTS
ImageResolution

Examples of CMRglc images of a healthy volunteer
obtained using the reconstruction and smoothing filters
discussed in this study are displayed in Figure 1. All images
shown are after reformatting into Talairach space before the
analysis. The resolution (measured from a 2-dimensional
line source) ranged from 0.6 cm full width at half maximum
(FWHM) forramp filterto 0.82,0.95,and 1.18cm for
Han05, Han04, and Han03, respectively. With additional
block smoothing applied to the Han04 images, the FWHMs
became 1.15, 1.57, and 2.07 cm for HanO43X, HanO45X,
and Han04_7 X , respectively. The shape of the line source

TABLEI
VOis Defined in VOl Analysis

volarea

Midbrain*
Caudate(LandR)*
Putamen (L and R)*
Angular gyrus (L and R)*
Cuneus(LandR)*
Supramarginal gyrus (L and R)*
Anterior cingulate gyrus (L and R)*
Cerebellum (L and A)
Hippocampus (L and A)
lnferiorfrontal gyrus (L and A)
Inferior temporal gyrus (L and A)
Medialfrontalgyrus(LandA)
Operculum (L and A)
Orbitofrontalgyrus(LandR)
Postcentralgyrus(LandA)
Posteriorcingulategyrus(LandA)
Precentral gyrus (L and A)
Superiortemporalgyrus(LandA)
Thalamus(LandA)
Transverse temporal gyrus (L and A)
Pons

*VOI5thatreceivedtheheaviestweightingbyFDAanalysis.

remained essentially Gaussian after block smoothing. As a
result of the resampling process, a slight degradation of the
resolution was observed in the Talairach image compared
with the raw reconstructed image.

VarianceDistribution
Figure 2A depicts the variance contributed by each of the

75 SSFs(i.e., the eigenvectors)after SSM/PCAfor all
reconstructions. The variance decreases rapidly after the first
5 SSFs, approaching a constant but different background
asymptotically for different reconstructions. The Ramp
reconstruction has the highest variance among the reconstruc
tions, followed by Han05, HanO4, HanO3, Han04_3X,
Han04..5 X , and HanO4_7 X . This trend is consistent with
the decreasing resolution (increasing smoothing) in the
reconstructed images and their corresponding visual appear
ance (Fig. 1). Also plotted is the variance of the VOl-based
SSM/PCA, which lies between HanO45Xand HanO47X.
Figure 2B illustrates the cumulative variance as a fraction of
the total variance (sum of the variances for all SSFs in Fig.
2A). Whereas the total variance decreases as the smoothing
increases, the relative contribution of variance from the

early SSFs increases. The smoother the image becomes, the
larger the fraction of variance appears in the early SSFs. The
VOl-based analysis has the highest cumulative variance
within its 40 SSFs. (Note that the number of SSFs from
SSM/PCA is determined by the smaller of either the number
of individuals/scans or the number of voxels/VOIs. There
fore, there are only 40 instead of 75 SSFs for the VOl-based
analysis.)
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FIGURE1. CMRgIcimagesof healthy
volunteerreconstructedwith Ramp;HanO5,
HanO4, and HanO3 (top row, left to right);
and HanO4with additional3 x 3 x 3, 5 x
5 X 5, and 7 x 7 x 7 block smoothing
(bottom row, left to right). All images were
created after resamplingin Talairachspace
andscaledby globalscalingfactor.

Accuracy function of the individuals' age. There was no apparent age
dependency for FD scores in either healthy or HIV+
individuals. When a discrimination threshold was selected at
the mean of the 2 group means, the healthy volunteers and
HIV+ patients were separated with an accuracy (defined as
the percentage of cases correctly labeled) of 92%. Accura
cies based on the group-mean threshold are given in Table 2

for all reconstructions using the first 10 and 20 SSFs. The
overall accuracy decreased as the number of SSFs used
decreased from 20 to 10. Presumably, this occurred because
less information was available in the model for discrimina
tion. For 20 SSFs, the accuracy did not vary significantly
across reconstructions (9l%â€”93%). For 10 SSFs, the accu
racy was the worst for Ramp (77%) and improved but
remained similar as the smoothing increased (83%â€”89%)up
to Han04_7 X . The decreased accuracy for Han04_7 X in
both 10 (81%) and 20 (91%) SSFs relative to other
reconstructions indicated that the data were probably over
smoothed and that structures essential to the discrimination
may have been suppressed. The VOl-based analysis using
40 VOIs resulted in an accuracy of 87% for 10 SSFs and
93%for20SSFs(Table2).Theseaccuraciesarecomparable
with those obtained from the voxel-based technique.

Up to this point, the same set of individuals had been used
both in training the model and in prediction. With the
leave-i-out cross validation, Figure 3B illustrates the pre
dicted FD scores as a function of the individuals' age for
Han04 calculated using 20 SSFs. Compared with trained
discrimination ofthe same reconstruction (Fig. 3A), individu
als are more tightly clustered by the predicted FD scores in
this tested discrimination, and less separation is achieved
between the 2 groups. The accuracy of tested discrimination
dropped 5%â€”i3%for all reconstructions using 20 SSFs and
7%â€”15% using 10 SSFs (Table 2). However, 3 trends
remained consistent: (a) the accuracy of overall discrimina
tion for the VOl-based analysis was comparable with that of

A trained discrimination was first performed using all 75
scans. For all reconstructions, FD scores were calculated
using the first 10 and 20 SSFs. Figure 3A illustrates an
example of H) scores from Han04 reconstruction with 20
SSFs (accounts for @55%of the total variance) ploued as a

FIGURE2. (A)VariancecontributionfromeachofSSFsafter
voxel-basedSSM/PCA.(B) Cumulativevarianceas percentage
of total variance for all reconstructionsand smoothingsand for
VOl-basedSSMIPCAw1thHanO4.
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all reconstructions using the first 10 and 20 SSFs. As in
measures of accuracy, the area under the ROC curves, an
indicator of overall discrimination power, did not vary
significantly across different reconstructions. For 10 SSFs,
the area was the smallest for Ramp (0.86), increased as the
smoothing increased, and decreased again for Han04_7 X
(0.91), possibly as a result of excessive smoothing. For 20
SSFs, all areas increased compared with 10 SSFs, and
the differences among reconstructions were insignificant.
For the VOl-based analysis using 40 VOIs, the area under
the ROC curves increased from 0.94 with 10 SSFs to 0.97
with 20 SSFs (Table 3). Once again, the performance of
the VOl-based method was comparable with the voxel
based methods in discriminating H1V+ patients from healthy
volunteers. For the tested discrimination, the area dropped
7%â€”li% for 20 SSFs and 8%â€”15% for 10 SSFs com
pared with the trained discrimination for all reconstructions
(Table 3).

In the trained discrimination, as the number of SSFs used
continued to increase, the area under the ROC curve
approached unity (perfect discrimination) after 35 SSFs
(results not shown). It was not surprising that with all 75
scans, perfect discrimination could be achieved if enough
SSFs (variance) were included. However, this is usually not

TABLE3
Area Under ROC Curve for Trained and Tested

Discrimination for Different Reconstructions and Smoothings
Using 10 and 20 SSFs

FIGURE3. TrainedFD scores(A)andpredictedFD scores
(B) calculated using 20 SSFs for HanO4reconstructionplotted
versus individuals' age. Two solid lines are group means for
healthy volunteers and HIV+ patients. Dashed line represents
averageof 2 groupmeans.

the voxel-based analysis; (b) Ramp and Han04_7X recon
structions were worse than the other reconstructions, as a
result of no smoothing and excessive smoothing, respec
tively; and (c) there was no apparent correlation between the
predicted FD scores and ages of individuals.

ROCCurves
The choice of a single threshold at the midpoint between

the 2 group means is optimal only if both population
distributions are Gaussian with the same FWHM. In prac
tice, this assumption is rarely satisfied, and it is therefore
more useful to discuss discrimination with tradeoffs, such as
those represented by the ROC curves. Table 3 lists the area
under the ROC curves obtained with trained H) scores for
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the case for the tested discrimination because of the problem
of over fitting the noise. In addition, the shape of the ROC
curves, which could have very different implications in
terms of the discrimination, is not revealed by the overall

area and therefore must be examined also. Figure 4 illus
trates ROC curves generated with predicted H) scores
calculated using 10, 20, 30, and 40 SSFs. ROC curves were
obtained for up to 70 SSFs but are not shown because the
changes were insignificant beyond 40 SSFs. In general, the
areas increased as more SSFs were added in calculating the
FD scores. This area increase was also associated with a

change in the shape of the ROC curve, consisting of a slight
decrease of TPF at high FPF but a significant increase of

TPF at low FPF, which occurred between 20 and 30 SSFs
(Fig. 4C). Although some reconstructions appeared to be
slightly better than others, depending on the number of SSFs
used, paired 2-tailed t tests indicated that only 2 differences
were significant (P < 0.05). If only 10 SSFs were used, the
area under the ROC curve for Ramp reconstruction was
significantly smaller than that of all other reconstructions
(P < 0.003). For Han04..7X reconstruction, the area under
the ROC curve was initially comparable with other recon
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FIGURE4. ROCcurvesofpredictedFDscoresfor4 reconstructionsand3smoothingscalculatedusing10(A),20(B),30(C),and
40 SSFs (D).
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structions but became significantly worse after 30 SSFs. For

Ramp reconstruction, the changes in shape at the high and
low FPF observed for other reconstructions also did not
occur until 30 SSFs. Figure 5 illustrates the ROC curves
calculated using the predicted FD score for VOl-based
analyses. The area under the ROC curve was similar for 2
and 5 SSFs, increased for 10 and 20 SSFs, and then
decreased rapidly for 30 and 40 SSFs. The sharp decrease in
area for 30 and 40 SSFs occurred simply because too many
SSFs were included, and noise as well as signals were fitted
in the model, degrading the ability to discriminate. For this
VOl-based analysis, 2-tailed t test on the areas under the
ROC curves indicated that 40 SSFs were significantly worse
than all other SSFs (P < 0.0001), and 10 SSFs were
significantly better than all other SSFs (P < 0.08). Unlike
the voxel-based analysis, no obvious shape changes in ROC
curves were observed for VOl-based analysis as the number
of SSFs increased.

To further assess the effect of shape changes in the ROC
curves on the discrimination performance, comparison of
TPF at 2 specific low FPFs (low number of misclassified
healthy volunteers) was made for all reconstructions. Figure
6 illustrates TPF at FPFs of 0.15 and 0.05 taken from the
ROC curves in Figures 4 and 5. For FPF = 0.15, all
voxel-based analyses showed major increases in TPF be
tween 10 and 30 SSFs. For all but Ramp and Han04_7X,
this improvement leveled out after 30 SSFs, reaching a TPF
of 0.85â€”0.90 at 70 SSFs (Fig. 6A). Both Ramp and
HanO'L7 X eventually were able to achieve a TPF of about
0.80 at 70 SSFs but were worse than all other reconstruc
tions. For FPF = 0.05, the same trend was observed (Fig.
6B). For VOl-based analysis at FPF = 0.15, the TPF was
0.70 initially, rose to 0.80 at 10 SSFs, but dropped rapidly
after 20 SSFs. At FPF = 0.05, the TPF started at 0.50,

FIGURE5. ROCcurvesofpredictedFDscoresforVOl-based
analysisusingnumberof SSFs rangingfrom 2 to 40.
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FIGURE6. TPFsasfunctionofnumberofSSFsusedatFPFs
of 0.15 (A) and 0.05 (B) for tested discrimination of all 4
reconstructions,3 smoothings,andfor VOl-basedanalysis.

followed by a sharp decline after 20 SSFs. Two-tailed t tests
applied to TPF at both FPFs showed that for the VOl-based
analysis, 40 SSFs were significantly worse than all other
SSFs (P < 0.0001 for FPF = 0.15, P < 0.0008 for FPF =
0.05).

Eigenimage
Figure 7 shows selected slices of the corresponding FDA

eigenimage calculated using the first 20 SSFs for all
reconstructions and smoothings. Only the positive portion of

the eigenimage is shown, depicting decreased rates of
glucose metabolism (lower voxel weights) for HIV+ pa
tients compared with healthy volunteers. For HIV+ pa
tients, these areas of reduced glucose metabolism occur in

anterior frontal, occipital, and perisylvian cortex; in cortex
abutting the anterior and posterior interhemispheric fissures;
and in relation to the anterior lateral and third ventricles.
This pattern of relative hypometabolism suggests a disease
specific pattern of cerebral atrophy. The signature pattern of
hypermetabolism in the putamen (higher voxel weights) for
HIV+ patients was in the negative portion of the eigenim

U..
a.
I-

FPF
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FIGURE7. SelectedslicesofFDAeigen
image correspondingto trained FD scores
calculated using 20 SSFs mergedwith TI -
weighted MRI template for all reconstruc
lions and smoothings. Eigenimages are
(from top to bottom rows) Ramp; HanO5,
HanO4, and HanO3; and HanO4 with addi
tional3 x3x 3, 5x5 x 5, and 7x7x
7 block smoothing during processing
(HanO4_3x, HanO&.5x, and HanO4_7x).
Only positive portion of eigenimage is dis
played. Intensity corresponds to reduced
rates of glucose metabolismfor HIV+ pa
lients compared with healthy indMduals.

Ã˜:

@:.

the 98th percentile with the mask of all 40 VOIs, as well as
13 VOIs that are heavily weighted in the discrimination
according to VOl-based FDA (Table 1). Among the 436
â€œimportantâ€•voxels retained by thresholding the eigenim
age, 126 (28.9%) were not covered by the mask of all VOIs
and 310 (71.1%) were not covered by the mask of the 13
significant VOIs. Most of the voxels left out by the
VOl-based analysis again are located at the major tissue
CSF boundaries.

DISCUSSION

The advantage of a multivariate approach for the discrimi
nation of different subject groups is that the effects of
functional differences, errors, and confounds, as well as the

interaction among them, are assessed at the voxeLfVOI level.
This means that 1 does not have to model regional interac
tions, for example, by performing a step-wise multiple
regression between regions before characterization (8). The
spatiotemporal correlations among regions are all explicitly
included in the analysis. However, a potential disadvantage

age (not shown in Fig. 7) (2). This hypermetabolic pattern,
believed to be specific for HIV+ patients, constitutes much
less variance than the â€œatrophy effect.â€• The effect of

smoothing on these eigenimages is generally similar to that

on the original images (Fig. 1). For Ramp reconstruction,
spatial locations of voxels with higher weights show a
discontinuous pattern as the result of noise, making their
interpretation with respect to structures difficult compared
with other reconstructions (e.g., Han04). For HanO47X
reconstruction, the loss of spatial resolution on the pattern as
a result of excessive smoothing was obvious. Although the
ability to discriminate between healthy volunteers and
HIV + patients is relatively insensitive to most reconstruc
tions and smoothings, as indicated previously by accuracy
and ROC curves and by similarity in the covariance patterns,
higher resolution images may still be more advantageous for
the purpose of visual interpretation.

To determine how many of the significant voxelsNOls
that were involved in the discrimination between the voxel
and VOl-based analysis overlapped, we compared the
voxels retained by thresholding the eigenimage of Han04 at
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is that too many variables are being fitted for the available
data when including all spatiotemporal correlations. FDA is
the 1-dimensional case CVA, a more general multidimen
sional approach that maximizes the separation between
different groups based on a set of input variables. The
outcome of this optimization is a set of scores known as
canonical variates. These variates characterize the distrib
uted signals. Because the selection of a threshold for
discrimination in a multidimensional space is nontrivial,
often only the 1-dimensional analysis is considered. In this
study, SSFs from the output of SSM/PCA were used as the
input variables for the 1-dimensional linear model, and
classification was based on the resulting individuals' H)
scores. Because FDA is a 1-dimensional process, it is
possible to select a single threshold or multiple thresholds
(depending on the problem posed), to classify each mdi
vidual as belonging to a particular group.

For discrimination between healthy volunteers and HIV+
patients using SSM/PCA and FDA, our results indicate that
some form of smoothing is necessary to reduce Poisson
noise or intersubject variance potentially arising from regis
tration errors. The impact of Poisson noise was clearly
demonstrated by the fact that (in both the trained and the
tested discrimination) Ramp reconstruction was worse than
the Hanning reconstruction with some degree of smoothing.
However, it seemed to make little difference whether the
smoothing was performed through filters during reconstruc
tion or through a simple block smoothing after reconstruc
tion. Our results also show that, as long as the data are not
over smoothed (as in HanO4JX), all Hanning reconstruc
tions (over a wide range of spatial resolution) appear to
perform similarly when used as the basis for group discnmi
nation. This could imply that the metabolic covariance
pattern that differentiates HIV+ patients from healthy
volunteers is sufficiently robust that image resolution has
little or no impact on it. The discrimination performance
decreased for HanO4_7X compared with other Hanning
reconstructions, suggesting that the intersubject variance
that allows for group discrimination may have been reduced
by over smoothing. This is certainly very likely if the
intersubject variance is produced by edge effects as a result
of cerebral atrophy, as indicated by the spatial patterns in the
eigenimage (Fig. 7). Although our studies showed that, for
most reconstructions, resolution does not seem to play a
critical factor in their discrimination performance, for the
purpose of visualization, higher resolution images may still
be desirable so that the functional information can be better
mapped to anatomic structures for interpretation. Similar
discrimination performance obtained from data both with
and without postreconstruction smoothing (e.g., Han04
versus Han04_3 X and Han04..5 X) also suggests that for
this dataset, registration errors may not be as significant as
initially expected.

For all voxel-based analyses in the tested discrimination,
even though the TPF at low FPF shows little or no decrease
as the number of SSFs increases, the number of SSFs used to

calculate the H) score should be limited to avoid over
fitting. The SSFs obtained from SSM/PCA are arranged in
order of decreasing variance. However, not all SSFs are
necessarily useful for discriminating between HIV+ and
healthy individuals. The fact that some SSFs represent noise
or signal unrelated to group discrimination may help explain
why the TPFs oscillate after 30 SSFs (Fig. 6). Instead of
adding the SSFs in order of variance and by the increment of
10, as we did during our evaluation, an ongoing research
project is focusing on adapting more sophisticated strate
gies, such as applying a t test to each 5SF to determine its
significance for the separation of the 2 groups, followed by
selecting a subset of SSFs based on some P value threshold
to calculate the H) scores. The appropriate smoothing,
regardless of whether performed during or after reconstruc
tion, can effectively help achieve a similar purpose by
reducing the noise contribution to the variance as well as
simultaneously moving signal variances into the early SSFs
(Fig. 2). This supposition is supported by the fact that the
TPFs for most Hanning reconstructions rose quickly to 85%
after 30 SSFs, whereas it required 40 SSFs for Ramp
reconstruction to reach the same level (Fig. 6).

The spatial pattern of the eigenimage (Fig. 7) showed that
a major portion of the variance occurs along the edges of
several large structures. Because it is not possible for the
12-parameter AIR registration to create local misalignments
and the H) scores did a reasonably good job in discriminat
ing HIV+ from healthy individuals even for images with
little smoothing, we believe that the eigenimage pattern
obtained along major tissue boundaries is real and disease
related. The pattern possibly reflects tissue loss in those
areas resulting from cerebral atrophy (2). However, given
that the H) scores for the HIV+ patients do not correlate
well with their ages or with atrophy scores based on their
structural MR images (i.e., some FHV+ subjects have large

negative H) scores but have no physical atrophy) (2),
another possibility would be a loss of tissue functionality
(reduced glucose metabolism).

Compared with the voxel-based analysis, the VOl-based
analysis is simpler and less computationally demanding.
However, unlike the voxel-based analysis, in which the
discrimination remains relatively stable over all SSFs, the
discrimination for VOl-based analyses seems to be much
more sensitive to noise and less tolerant to over fitting.
Therefore, 1 must be careful when selecting the SSFs for
VOl-based analysis. Although the overall discrimination
(area under the ROC curve) for the VOl-based analysis with
40 VOIs appears to be as good as most of the voxel-based
analyses in both the trained and tested cases, it under
performs significantly at low FPFs. For example, at FPF =
0.05, all voxel-based analyses eventually reached TPF >
0.7,whereasTPFfortheVOl-basedanalysiswas 0.5. It is
unclear whether this discrepancy is the result of the addi
tional â€œimportantâ€•voxels in the voxel-based analysis that
are not covered in the VOl-based analysis. Finally, the
voxel-based analysis provides a spatial pattern of the
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difference between the 2 groups of individuals through its
statistically informed eigenimage. Visualized in conjunction
with anatomic images such as CT scans or MR images, the
eigemmage can be very important in identifying and under
standing the disease process. The use of higher resolution
images does not necessarily improve the discrimination,
although it might be preferable for visual interpretation.

CONCLUSION

To maximize discrimination between HIV+ patients and
healthy volunteers using voxel-based SSMIPCA and FDA,
our results indicate that moderate smoothing applied either
through reconstruction filters or separately as a postprocess
ing operation is necessary. For this dataset, discrimination
performance is insensitive to a wide range of image smooth
ness except for Ramp reconstruction, in which smoothing
appears to be insufficient, and Hanning reconstruction with
the additional 7 X 7 X 7 block smoothing, in which
smoothing becomes excessive. Our results also suggest that
group discrimination based on a global measure, i.e., the
entire image volume, is better than that achieved with
VOl-based techniques in which only a few isolated regions
are sampled.
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